Grand Prize Winner
(most votes of any photo in a category)

Fred Stipe – Remy
(Wilson Library)
Cutest Pet 1st Place

Mary Lange – Sam
(Davis Library)
Cutest Pet 2nd Place

Rachel Lerner - Nigel & Tina
(Health Sciences Library)
Best Dressed Pet 1st Place

Shaun Trujillo - Vinnie (SILS)
Best Dressed Pet 2nd Place

Mike Millner – Stella
(Wilson Library)
Most Unique Pet 1st Place

Becky Breazeale – Nikki
(Health Sciences Library)
Most Unique Pet 2nd Place

Katherine Haggerty Moran – Eddie
(Davis Library)
Eileen McGrath – Walter
(Wilson Library)
Renee McBride – Kido
(Davis Library)
Jason Tomberlin – Coalie
(Wilson Library)
Dee Stuckey – Mischief
(Health Sciences Library)
Cindy Raxter – Bodhie & Angel
(Health Sciences Library)
Cindy Raxter – Rascal
(Health Sciences Library)
Barbara Tysinger – Mr. Curious
(Health Sciences Library)
Dara Elmore – Bear
(SILS/Davis Library)
Barbara Tysinger – Tiger
(Health Sciences Library)
Mike Millner - Athos, Aladin & Alfred
(Wilson Library)
Miriam Kennard – Sybil
(Geological Sciences Library)
Lynn Gunter – Casey, Sophie, Max & Lucy Gunter
(Health Sciences Library)
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Susan Jones - Lila Lily
(Health Sciences Library)
Jan Paris – Olympia
(Wilson Library)
Casey Rawson – Minerva
(SILS)
Sara Levinson – Ralph
(Davis Library)
Grace Moore – Virginia
(SILS)
Rachel Hoff – Chuck
(Health Sciences Library)
Mary Lange - Minne & Emily
(Davis Library)
Helen Tibbo – Nick
(SILS)
Derek Rodriguez – Francesca (TRLN)
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Wanda Gunther – Lady
(Davis Library)
Caroline Keizer – Swee’Pea
(Wilson Library)
Kay Lackey – buzzards
(SILS)
Miriam Kennard – Stella
(Geological Sciences Library)
Allison Marchant – Juice & Spooner
(Wilson Library)
Lara Bailey – Alfred
(SILS)
Rachel Canada – Laila
(Wilson Library)
Elena Feinstein – Lloyd
(SILS)
Kay Lackey - Ling Ling
(SILS)
Uh oh...That is NOT a peepad??

Mary Lange – Minnie
(Davis Library)
Kittens with mom (SILS)
Camille Tyndall – Bailey
(SILS)
Rachel Canada – Linus & Ira
(Wilson Library)
Kay Lackey – Bella
(SILS)
Helen Tibbo – Nora
(SILS)
Wanda Gunther – Lady
(Davis Library)
Caroline Keizer - Angel
(Wilson Library)
Andrea Knowlton – Freddie
(Wilson Library)
Judy Panitch – McGuffey & Delphine
(Davis Library)
Sara Newell - Maddie & Silas
(Davis Library)
Jane Saunders - Sir Rascal
(Davis Library)
Mellanye Lackey – Hansel
(Health Sciences Library)
Teresa West – Lukas
(Health Sciences Library)
Shaun Trujillo – Tiramisu
(SILS)
Sara Levinson – Ralph
(Davis Library)
Kay Lackey - Kittens in barn
(SILS)
Allison Marchant – Juice
(Wilson Library)
Andrea Knowlton – Lizzie
(Wilson Library)
Casey Rawson – Minerva (SILS)
Amber Cushing – Lily
(SILS)
Cyndie Cowan – Patches
(Davis Library)
Kay Lackey – Sonny
(SILS)
Alison Murray – Phoebe & Paris
(Wilson Library)
Diane Kelly – Roscoe
(SILS)
Ron Bergquist – Tommy
(SILS)
Tammy Ivins – Wembly
(SILS)
Amanda Henley – Georgia
(Davis Library)
Margaretta Yarborough – Pumpkin
(Davis Library)
Eileen Heeran - Charlie Brown
(Wilson Library)
Tom Arnel – Graycie
(Davis Library)
John Loy – Seven
(Wilson Library)
Patrick Cullom – Gracie
(Wilson Library)
Pam Sessoms – Big bad
(Undergraduate Library)
Liz Garner – Stella
(Davis Library)
Tessa Cierny – Milo
(The Odum Institute)
Laura Christopherson – Nicholas (SILS)
Pedro Chavez – Moses
(Health Sciences Library)
Casey Rawson – Juno (SILS)
Paul Robertson – Duncan
(Wilson Library)
Tessa Cierny – Milo
(The Odum Institute)
Kay Lackey – Faith
(SILS)
Andrea Knowlton – Madame
(Wilson Library)
Brittany Teague – Molly
(Wilson Library)
Mellanye Lackey – Hansel
(Health Sciences Library)
John Loy – Jerry
(Wilson Library)
Christine Stachowicz – Barnum
(Davis Library)
Miriam Kennard – Kobi
(Geological Sciences Library)
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Susan Ballinger – Ben
(Wilson Library)
Kay Lackey – Topper
(SILS)
Sandi Honnold – Bosco
(Wilson Library)
Margaretta Yarborough – Madeira
(Davis Library)
Michael O'Connor – Neehi
(Health Sciences Library)
Cyndie Cowan – Jackson
(Davis Library)
Pam Sessoms - Big bad
(Undergraduate Library)
Laura Christopherson – Nicholas
(SILS)
Miriam Kennard – Leila
(Geological Sciences Library)
Christine Stachowicz – Bailey
(Davis Library)
Kay Lackey – Bella
(SILS)
Teresa West – TomKat
(Health Sciences Library)
John Loy – Jerry
(Wilson Library)
Pam Sessoms - Little bad
(Undergraduate Library)
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Liz Garner - Darwin
(Undergraduate Library)
Laura Christopherson – Nicholas
(SILS)
Kay Lackey - Rufus & Topper
(SILS)
Sandi Honnold – Bosco
(Wilson Library)
Teresa West – Buster
(Health Sciences Library)
Cyndie Cowan - Cody & Jackson
(Davis Library)
Pam Sessoms - Yetti
(Undergraduate Library)
Liz Garner - Darwin
(Davis Library)
Cindy Raxter – Rascal
(Health Sciences Library)
Teresa West – Lukas
(Health Sciences Library)
Jim O'Sullivan – Sadie
(Davis Library)
Barbara Ilie – MissKitty
(Wilson Library)
Laura Christopherson – Nicholas
(SILS)
Jim O'Sullivan – Sadie
(Davis Library)